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0. F. Akimushkin

ARABIC-SCRIPT SOURCES ON KAMAL AL-DIN BEHZAD
At present. not one of the Arabic-script sources in Persian.
Chaghatay. or Turkish provides more or less full or coherent biography of Kamal al-Din Bchzad. Still. some
information, if scanty. about this great master of Persian
miniatures has come down to us in fourteen works written
in the above-noted languages between the late ti ftcenth and
the first third of the seventeenth century. These works can
be divided into three distinct groups:
I. works by authors directly linked to the cultural and
literary environment of Hcrat in the last quarter of the
fifteenth first third of the sixteenth century. These
are Khulii.~at ul-ukhh(/r Ji ha_\'ll/1 a!nl'iil ul-akhnlr (completed in 90511499-1500). Nllma-yi nllmi (completed in
929 1522-23) and ljahlh ul-sirnr Ji u!11n// afi·iid hashar
(completed in the third redaction in 939/ 1532-33) by
Ghiyath al-Din Klmandamlr: Waqa 'i ·or ""Notes of Babur"
by Zahlr al-Din Biibur (d. 93711530): Badii'i· a/-ll"aqa'i'
(completed in 938/1521--32) by Zayn al-Din Wii~ifi:
Ta 'rikh-i Rash/di (completed in 953 I 1546) by Mu~ammad
l:faydar Dughlat.
2. Works created in Safawid Iran from the 1540s
to the 1620s: Dihacha-.1·i muraqqa ·-i Bahn/111-mir::<I
(drawn up in 951I1544-45) by Dust Mul)ammad-i
HarawT: D/h,/clw-.1·i muraqqa ·-i Shah Ta/1111(/sp (drawn
up in 964 1556 57) by Qu\b al-Din Mul)ammad
Qi~~akhwan: Dihacha-.1·i 11111raqqa ·-i amir flusarn-hck
(drawn up in 968 1560-61) by Malik DaylamT: Rmrcjat
al~jin,/n 1rn jannat al~ja1w11 (drawn up in 975/156 7-68)
by l:fiili? l:fusayn Karbalii'L Jaw,/hir al-akhhar (completed in 984/ 1576) by Budaq munshl QazwlnT: Risllia
(completed in 1004' 1596. a second redaction. Gulistan-i
h1111ar was finished in India in ca. I 016/ 1607) by Qac_IT
Ahmad Ibrahim! QumT: ':fla111anl-ri "Ah/)(/si (completed
in. a second redaction in I 0391J630) by lskandar-bek
mun shI.
3. Works created outside of Iran proper. These include
a source that is extremely suspect in its information on
manuscript book artists of Iran and Central Asia, the Maniikih-i h111w1-warlln (completed in 994/ 1586) by the Turkish author Mu~\afa Datiarl and Muraqqa '-i Jahangir or
Muraqqa '-i Gulslu/11 (drawn up ca. I 02011612) for the
Great Moghul Nur al-Din Jahiinglr in India.
The most reliable infonnation on Behziid is found in
the first two groups of works noted above. What follows is
c ()_ L Ak1111ushkm. 200 I

the information about Behziid that we could extract from
the above-mentioned sources.
Only Qiic;IT J\l)mad reports that Bchziid was originally
from Herat. The same author, following Budaq Qazwlnl,
tells that the artist lost both parents in early childhood
and was raised (adopted into the family?) by sayl'id
Rli~allah, known as MTrak-naqqiish, kitiihdiir, first of the
library of· All-Shir Nawa'i and later the library of Sul\anl:fusayn Biiyqara in Herat. According to Dlist Mu~ammad,
Mul)ammad l:faydar. Blidiiq-munshl. and Qac;IT A9mad,
MTrak-naqqiish was the teacher of Bchzad. Contrary to this
assertion, Mu~\ata Daftarl names one Plr Sayyid A9mad
Tabriz! as Bchzad's teacher. The information provided
by Persian authors about Bchziid's teacher seems preferable, as the first three of the preceding were younger
contemporaries of Behzad. We know that Behzad had two
sisters: the son of one of them, Rustam ·All, affived together with Behzad in Tabriz. while the grandson of the
second. Mu?affar ·All. was a pupil of the artist (Malik
Daylaml, Iskandar-bek). However. both Budaq-munshl and
Qac;IT Al)inad report that he was taught by his father. who
took lessons from Behzad.
Khwiindamlr (Khula.rnt and Hahih), Babur, Wasifi, and
Mul)ainmad l:faydar are. unanim~us in stating thai it was
Nawa'i who supported Behziid and became his patron, appointing him to his library. where he worked with another
artist Qiisim b. 'All. Later. Bchzad entered the staff of the
Sul\an-l:fusayn's library: Nawa'i states (Munsha 'iit, No. 24)
that the latter built for him in the palace garden a pavilion
(!wjra) for his work. while Wii~ifi says that at that time
Behziid was inseparable from his bag with tools for work,
as well as drawings, "everyday scenes", and apparently
caricatures of odd-looking individuals from the Heral court.
By this time. he was the author of four signed miniatures
for the famed Bushln by Sa'dT, which he executed in 893894/ 1488-89. According to Biibur. Behzad remained in
1-lerat with Shaybanl-khan in 1507--1510. The Turkish
writer Mu~\afa Daftarl claims that the artist was with
Isma'TI ~afawT during the Chaldyran battle in 920/1514,
but this is no more than a legend.
The sources arc silent on Kamal al-Din Bchziid's life and
whereabouts between 916-928 I 1510-1522. At the end of
Rabi' I 928 I Feburary 1522, the minor Tahmasp left Herat,
where he had spent a full 6 years (922-928/1516-1522)
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as heir to the throne, for Tabriz. One can assume that
Behzad appeared in the capital with the retinue of the heir
to the throne together with other book-making artists. Two
months later, as Khwandamlr notes in his Niima-vi niiml
(a collection of exemplary official documents and letters
for etiquette), Isma'Il I issued a decree on 27 Jumada I
928 I 24 April I 522 on Behzad's appointment as manager
(kaliintar) and director of the court library and workshop.
But the information provided by Dust Mul)ammad, Qa<F
A9mad, and lskandar-munshl contains no hint at Behzad's
appearance with Isma'Il I (d. 93011524). They only say
that he worked in the kitiibkhiina of Tahmasp I (r. 930984 / I 524-1576 ). To this Budaq Qazwlnl adds that
Behzad was an interlocutor of the Shah. At same time,
Budaq Qazwlnl's comments about the artist SulJanMuhammad as well as Qadl Ahmad's remarks about the
sam~ artist enable us to s~ggc~t that Bchzad arrived in
Tabriz while the founder of the Safawid dynasty. Isma"IL
was still alive.
Behzad appeared in Tabriz in his later years, after the
peak of his artistic career. His role in the court library was
probably closer to that of a mentor and teacher than a working artist, since we have no genuine, signed works by
him for this period. However, QacF A9mad docs mention
illustrations by Behzad for Ni?iiml's Kham.1·a copied by
the famed calligraphy master Shah-Mal)mud Nlshapurl in
ghuhiir handwriting. Khwandamlr (Jfablh al-siyar), QuJb
al-Din Mu9ammad, and Budaq Qazwlnl write about their
personal encounters with Behzad: the first speaks of
a meeting in Heral in the library of· All-Shir Nawa"i, while
QuJb al-Din Mul)ammad and Budaq Qazwlnl speak of
Tabriz. Budaq Qazwlnl gives an account of Bchzad's fondness for red wine, which he drank frequently despite an official ban on the consumption of alcohol issued on 7 Rabi' I
941 / 6 September 1534. Qa91 Alpirnd ( Gulistiin-i hunar)
specifics that Behzad's life coincided with the rule of
SulJan-l;lusayn and the first years of Tahmasp I's rule, but
he errs when he notes that the artist died in Heral and was
buried not far from Kuh-i Mukhtar in a special enclosure.
Dust Mu9ammad is more accurate, claiming that Behzad
died in Tabriz and was buried next to the grave of the wellknown poet Kamal Khujandl (d. 803 /1400-0 I). He also
provides a chronogram with the date of Behzad's death:
khiik-i qabr-i Behziid, which gives us 942/ I 535-36. l;lafi?
l;lusayn Karbala'I speaks of the same burial place for
Behzad, adding "in the cemetery of Waliyan Kuh". Budaq
Qazwlnl is the only author to report Behzad's age. According to him, Behzad lived for a full 70 years, but it is tempting to assume that Budaq committed an error in the
autograph of his work, writing 70 instead of 80. since the
two words are similar in spelling (cf. JW and Jb.....t.I.).
If so, using the date of A.H. 942 for his death, Bchzad's
birth falls on 86211457-58. But this, of course, is only
speculation.
Our sources contain the names of the following pupils
of Behzad: mu/Iii Darwish Mu9ammad (Nawa'i, Majiilis
al-nafa 'Is), Qasim b. · All-chihragushay (Mu9ammad
l;laydar), Maq~ud (Mul)airnnad l;laydar), mu/Iii Yusuf
(Mu9ammad l;laydar), Dust Dlwana (Budaq-munshl, Qa91
Al)mad). Mu?affar 'All (Malik Daylaml. Iskandar-bek).
Concerning Mu?affar 'All Budaq-munshl and Qa91 A9mad
write that it was his father who was Behzad's pupil. Finally.
among the artist's pupils we find the names of khwiija 'Abd
al-'Azlz (QuJb al-Din Mu9airnnad says that the teacher was
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Behzad, but after the latter's death. Shah Tahmasp considered himself the teacher; he is also named by Qa91 A9mad
and Iskandar-bek) and Shaykhzade (Mu~Jafii Daftarl).
Within the three groups of sources, the authors provide
a broad spectrum of opinions and assessments of Behzad's
work, its quality and artistic merits. The authors of the
first group arc more critical and free in their judgments.
All of them were his contemporaries. and they saw in him
simply one of several outstanding masters who worked
around 'All-Shir Nawa'i and SulJan-l;lusayn. not the legend
and model artist that he became for subsequent generations.
It is therefore not surprising that some of them arc rather
critical, sometimes preferring the works of other artists
to his creations. Babur remarks: ''Among the [famed] artists
was Behzad. His painting is very elegant. but he draws
the faces of people without beards poorly because he makes
the [second] chin too large. [True]. he depicts the faces
of bearded men well". To a degree. Babur is seconded by
Mu9mrnnad l;laydar-Dughlat: "[Behzad] is a [real] master
of painting, although he failed to attain the level of ShahMu?affar in the delicacy of his drawing. But his brush
is more severe and he surpasses him in sketches and composition ... Qasim b. 'All-chihragushay ... was Behzad's
pupil. His works arc close to those of Bchzad and arc
[executed] in the same fashion. [Moreover]. anyone who
has rich experience [in this area] understands that the works
of Qasim b. ·All are crude in comparison with the works of
Behzad and that the basic outlines arc less symmetrical ...
Behzad's teacher was Mawlana Mlrak-naqqash. and his
basic outlines are more thorough than Behzad's, although
the execution of the final touches cannot compare with
Behzad".
Behzad is invariably regarded as an unsurpassed artist
of great mastery by almost all authors in the second and
third groups of sources. the tone which was in fact set by
Ghiyath al-Din Khwandamlr in the third redaction of lfahlh
al-sirnr: ''The artistry of his painting, like the brush
of Mani. effaced the creations of artists the world over, and
his fingers, endowed with miraculous abilities. erased
the drawings of all artists among the sons of Adam". The
authors vie with one another in lavish. if extremely general,
praise, comparing his artistry to the impeccable Mani,
the unsurpassed standard for artists in the Persian cultural
tradition. An exception is Budaq Qazwlnl. who notes:
"Behzad's pupil was Dust Dlwana ... One can say that in
clarity l of execution] he surpassed his teacher". On Sul!anMu9ammad and his ability to depict the qi:.1/hiish in
particular, he notes: "Bchzad depicted horses as though
they were ponies".
The surviving texts contain extremely interesting
information about Behzad, which enables us to put it into
the historical context, thus revealing reigning artistic tastes
and standards. as well as the attitude of rulers to the court
painters. Below, we provide several citations found in the
Arabic-script authors who. in this or that way. wrote about
Behzad and other painters and evaluated their works.
I. K/111lii.~at al-akhh1/r fi hai·ii11 a!rn·,// al-akln·<ir by
Ghiyath al-Din Khwandamlr (St. Petersburg Branch of the
Institute of Oriental Studies, MSC 812. fol. 279b):
"He (Behzad) is the most perfect of the artists of [his]
time. After attaining the limits of perfection in this area. for
a time he created [true] rarities under the patronage of Mir
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['All-Shir], who sought out talents. At present he is in the
service of the Highest Vi11ue".

filled with joy ... Later, he gave Behzad a horse with full
harness" [2].

2. :Viima-ri ll<lm'i by Ghiyath al-Din Khwandamlr
(Die historischc Gehalt des "Nama-ye nami" vo11
Ha11damir, Dissertation zur Erlangung des Doktorgrades ...
von Gottfried He1rnrnn Gottingen, 1968, Persian text,
pp. 78-80):

5. Munsha 'at by 'All-Shir Nawa'i (National Library of
Russia, St. Petersburg, MS X 55, fol. 103 b):

"Edict on the appointment of Kamal al-Din Behzad to
the position of manager of the Royal libra1y: ... 'We
deigned to decree that the position of directing and managmg the people [staff] of the Royal library, as well as the
calligraphers, gilder-decorators. frame-makers. gilding
cratismcn. goldsmiths. paint-makers, and others involved
in these cratis in the entire God-guarded state, should be
entrusted and assigned to him ... ' Written in final copy on
27 Jumada I 928 24 April 1522".

6. lfah'ih a/-siyarfi a!nl'iil a/did hashar by Ghiyath alDln Khwandamlr (edition of Jalal Huma'I, Tehran,
1333/1954, iv, p. 362):

3. Zahlr al-din Babur. B<lhur-111/11111 ( V11q<lri '), critical
edition based on four Chaghatay texts with introduction and
notes by Eiji Mano. Kyoto. 1995, i. pp. 265. 283, 323):

"Among the [famed] artists was Behzad. His painting is
very elegant. but he draws the faces of beardless people
poorly because he makes the [second] chin look too large.
[True], he depicts the faces of bearded men well ... " "Us tad
Behzad and Shah-Mu?affar. the painters, also gained such
a glory and fame thanks to the care and efforts of ['AllShir-] Bek ... " "Taking the qalam into his hand, [Shaybanlkhan] corrected the painting of Bahzad and the writings of
Sul\an-'All Mashhadf" [lj.
4. Bad</·;· 11/-11rn1<1 'i · by Zayn al-Din Wasifi (edited
hy A. N. BoldyTe\. Tehran. Bunyad-i Farh~ng-i Iran.
1350/ 1971, ii. pp. 145. 149 50. Accounts dated
929 1522):
"For this reason the deceased. pious ruler [Sul\anmay Allah illuminate his tomb, singled out
among the giticd ones in this art and wonderful workers
of this profession the artist Behzad. before whom painters
of the seven climes howed their head low, publicly
acknowledging his undisputed primacy. He was favored
with the honorary title of 'Second Mani'. Whenever the
Shah was in sorrow because of misfortunes or cares,
Beh/ad would produce a drawing or portrait, atler a single
glance at which the mirror of the ruler's spirit would be
cleansed or all rust or filth. and the page or the Shah's
thoughts would be freed from signs of sadness. Behzad
always carried with him various remarkable depictions.
hut most frequently he drew Baha Mal)miid in the most
varied poses. I-le was one of the most revered and highly
placed a111'irs of the court and possessed an utterly remarkable appearance and figure" .. "The mastery and glory of
Behzad grew hy the day and hy the hour. With each
new work. his victory and superiority revealed themselves
from hchind the mysterious veil [of fate]. We know that
the artist once brought to the 111aj/C1· of the great am'ir
'All-Shir a painting of [ordinary] life: a garden in blossom
with ,·arious trees and beautiful birds of many colours
on their branches. Everywhere were flowing streams and
hlooming flowers. pleasing in their beauty and forms. [In
the picture]. 'All-Shir himself stands. leaning on a staff,
before him platters heaped with gold and silver to give as
gifts. When His Highness Mir saw this depiction. his heart
f~usayn].

"Sul!an-f:lusayn Bayqara outfitted a space for the artist
Behzad, a house (!w)ra) in his garden, and gave him work".

"Ustiid Kamal al-Din Behzad creates astonishing images and rare marvels of art. The artistry of his painting,
like the brush of Mani, effaced the creations of artists the
world over, and his fingers, endowed with miraculous abilities, erased the drawings of all artists among the sons of
Adam.
Verse:
'Thanks to his mastery, the hairs of his brush
Breathed life into lifeless form'.

My esteemed master achieved this high position thanks
to the blessed patronage and good grace of a111'ir Ni?am
al-Din ·All-Shir. The victorious Khaqan also accorded
him many kindnesses and indulgences. Today this marvel
of the era, whose faith is pure, likewise enjoys the merciful
favour of sultans the world over and the boundless good
will of the rulers of Islam. There is no doubt that it will
forever be thus!" [ 3].
7. D'ihiicha-ri 111uraqqa 'i Bahriim-mlrzii by Dust
1-Iarawl (Topkap1 Saray1 Miizesi, Istanbul,
MS No. 2154. fol. 9a-9b):
Mu~ammad-i

"And another pupil and successor of the abovementioncd saJyid [Amir Rii~allah, known as Mlraknaqqash, a native of 1-Ierat], the best of his contemporaries
in painting and the leader of the preceding generation in
decoration and design in paint, a unique [phenomenon] of
[his] time. the master Kamal al-Din Bchzad. Praise and
glorification of him are represented in this Muraqqa' by
the works of his astonishing brush. He was accorded the
honour of serving in the [staff of the] library, the refuge of
Mercury, His Majesty the Shah, whose majesty is equal to
lskandar, virtue to Jamshld, Refuge of the Faith, the victorious ruler Shah Tahmasp al-~afawl al-Miisawl al-f:lusaynl
Bahadur-khan, and he earned for himself various favours.
At the court of this ruler. guarded by angels, he passed
away and found his final resting place alongside the tomb
of the sweet-tongued and eloquent poet, the mine of passion and ecstasy. shaykh Kamal, may Allah illuminate his
grave, in Tabriz. The date of his death is contained in the
chronogram klulk-i qahr-i Bi/cad, [that is] 'ashes of the
grave ofBehzad' (942/ 1535-36 - O ii.)" [4].
8. Ta 'r'ikh-i Rashid/ by Mul)ammad f:laydar Diighlat
(St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies,
MSC 395, fol. l 50a):
"He is a [real] master of painting, although he failed to
attain the level of Shah-Mu?affar in the delicacy of his
drawing. But his brush is more severe and he surpasses him
in sketches and composition ... After khmlja •Abd al-f:layy
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follow Shah-Mu?affar and Behzad. There have been none
like them up through our day. These two were nurtured by
Mir 'A IT-Shir.
Qasim b. •AIT-chihragushay. He was Behzad's pupil.
His works are close to those of Behzad and are [executed]
in the same fashion. [Moreover.] anyone who has much experience [in this area] understands that the works of Qasim
b. •AIT arc crude inn comparison with the works of Bchzad
and that his basic outlines are less symmetrical.
Maq~ud is the second Qasim b. 'AIT. He is [also] a pupil of Behzad. His brush is in no way inferior to that of
Qasim b. •AIT, but his basic outlines and final touches are
imperfect in comparison with those ofQasim b. 'AIT.
Mawlana Mlrak-naqqash was a pupil of Behzad. His
basic outlines are more complete than those of Behzad, but
his final touches cannot compare with the latter's (that is,
arc worse - 0. A.)" [5].
9. Dfhacha by Qu\b al-DTn Qi~~akhwan (Kitabkhanayi MillT, Tehran, MS No. 691, pp. 402-3):
"However, such famous masters of Khorasan as khwaja
Mlrak, Mawlana l;lajjl Mu9ammad, ustad Qasim b. 'AITchihragushay and ustad Behzad have no equals or peers.
Among them, I have chanced to meet with the master
Behzad. Truly, the aforementioned artist surpassed [all his]
peers and equals in the abilities of his fingers and strength of
his drawings. The prosperity and goodness of his paintings
deserve one-hundred thousand exclamations of approval ...
and khwiija •Abd al-· Aziz was a pupil of Behzad in this art.
But after the death of master Bchzad, the joyous ruler, personally taking a hand in his fate. made him (' Abd al-· Aziz)
one of his pupils" [6].
I 0. Jm1·ahir al-akhhar by Budaq-munshl Qazwlnl (National Library of Russia. St. Petersburg. MS Dorn 288.
fols. l l lb-112a):
"Master Behzad came from Herat.
Verse:
'His Brightness Behzad. mentor of the age.
It was he who gave the world the fullness of mastery.
The mother of time has birthed few equals of Mani.
But, truly. she did well to birth Behziid 1 •

The circumstances of Behzad's life are as follows:
when he found himself in his childhood without mother and
father, Mlrak-naqqash. who served Sul\an-J:lusayn-mlrza as
kitahdar, raised him. In a short time he became [so] accomplished and went so far that no one knew an artist equal
to him since the dawn of painting. He was brought [to the
Shah's court] from Khorasan, and in a few years he was
a personal interlocutor of the ruler, always providing decorous conversation. [But] he always sipped [wine] and could
not pass a moment without ruby-coloured wine and the
bright lips of the cup-bearer. He lived to the age of 70 and
thus kept himself young. Despite the ban on drinking wine.
[he was forgiven this] for he was needed, and the ruler reasoned: the master was an elderly man with a righteous way
of life. He trained outstanding pupils, first and foremost
among them Dust DTwana, a unique phenomenon of his
time. He created paintings with perfect quickness of understanding and penetrating intelligence, following exactly the
method of his teacher. One could say that he surpassed him
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in clarity [of execution] ... When master Behzad arrived
in Iraq, master Sul\an-Mu9ammad already had the court's
workshop functioning; he was [also] a teacher of the ruler,
Refuge of the Faith ... But Behzad depicted horses as
though they were ponies. In any case, one can [consider]
Sul\an-Mu9ammad an equal of Behzad ... " [7].
11. Rawcjat al~jinan wa jannat al-janan by l;liifi?
J:lusayn Karbala'I (edition of Ja'far-Sul\an al-Kura'i,
Tehran. 1344/ 1965. i, p. 511 ):
" ... not far from him and around him (Kamal KhujandT)
are buried several poets and men of art such as ... the artist
Behzad and the binder Sul\an-Ma9mud, who were both
without equals in their artistic endeavours".
12. Manaqih-i hunanrnran by Mu~\afa Dafiarl (edition
of Ma9mud Kamal, Istanbul, 1926. p. 37):
" ... when the possessor of the fortunate combination of
two luminaries, equal in virtue to Iskandar. the deceased
Sultan Salim Khan entered into battle with Shah Isma'Tl in
the Chaldyran valley,
Verse:
'Fate in the hall of mighty
Established an isl/ml [pattern] over the khata T [adornment]'.

... having thus spoken, [Shah lsrna'Tl] hid in some cave
first Shah-Ma9mud. of glorious descent. and then ustad
Behzad. an artist without peer from time [immemorial] ... " [8].
13. Risa/a by Qac.11 A9mad Ibrahim Quml. Completed
in the first redaction in I 004/ 1596 (State Museum of Art of
Eastern Peoples. Moscow. MS No. 444 IL fols. 69b-70b):
"As concerns the famed masters of Khorasatt such as
khwaja Mlrak. Mawlana l;lajjl Mu9ammad. ustad Qasim-i
'AIT-chihragushay. and then ustad Darwish and Khallfa
from Khiva, they had neither equals nor peers. After them
appeared ustiid Behzad. a rarity of his era and marvel of
[his] time. He came from the capital city of Heral.
Verse:
'llis Brightness Behzad. mentor of the age.
It was he who gave the world the fullness of mastery.
The mother of time has birthed few equals of Mani.
But, truly. she did well to birth Bchliid 1 •

... In childhood. the master lost his father and mother and
he was raised by usriid Mlrak-naqqash. who was a kitiihdlir
for the deceased Sul\an-J:lusayn-mlrza. In a short time he became [so] accomplished and went so far that no one knew an
artist equal to him since the beginning of painting .... G'stad
Behzad was [active] from the joyous days of Mirza Sul\anl;lusayn to the first period of the rule of Sultan Shah
Tahmasp. now resting in peace. His marvellous paintings are
numerous. His death [occurred] in the capital city of Hcrat
and he was buried close to Kuh-i Mukhtar in an enclosed
area full of images and adornments. Dust DTwana is one of
ustad Behzad's incomparable pupils ... When master Behzad
arrived in Iraq from Heral. master Sul\an-Mu9amrnad was
[already] in the kittihkluina of the Shah. who resides among
the trees of the garden in paradise. and he [also] undertook
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the training of this Khusraw of the four climes; his majesty,
equal in virtue to paradise, practiced the art of painting under
his direction and took lessons from him" [9].
14. Ta 'rikh-i 'tilamiirci-_1·i 'Ahhcis/ by lskandar-bek munshl (edition by !raj Afshar, Isfahan, 1334/1956, i, p. 174):

"And such skilled masters as ustiid Behzad and ustiid
Sul1an-Mul)ammad. who stand alone in their noble craft
and gained fame in all horizons through the delicacy of
[their J brush. worked in the marvellously outfitted palace
workshop [of Shah Tahmasp]" [IO].
The sources we used also give the names of Behziid's
pupils: these arc: (i) 11111//a Darwish Mul)ammad ('All-Shir
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Nawa'i, Majc//is al-nafa Ts); (ii) ustcld Qasim-i 'AITchihragushay (Mu~ammad J:laydar Dughlat, Ta 'r/kh-i
Rash/di); (iii) Maq~ud (Mu~ammad J:laydar Dughlat,
ihid.); (iv) mu/lei Yusuf (Mu~ammad J:laydar Dughlat,
ibid.); (v) Dust Dlwana (Budaq-munshl Qazwlnl, Jawcihir
al-akhh(/r; Qac;ll A~mad Quin!, Rise/la); (vi) ustcid
Mul'.affar · AIT (Malik Daylaml, Dlbclcha; lskandar-bck,
Ta 'rikh-i '(//a11ulrcl-l'i 'Ahhcls/. Budaq and Qac;I! A~mad
assert that his fath~r was the pupil); (vii) khwcija 'Abd
al-'Azlz (Qu\b al-Din Qi~~akhwan, Dlhcicha: Behzad
was the teacher, but after his death Tahmasp I considered
himself the teacher; Qac;I! A~mad and lskandar-bek name
Tahmiisp I as the teacher); (viii) Shaykhzada (Mu~iara
Daftarl, Manclqib-i hunanmrcln ).
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